Introduction.
Let f(x) be a real-valued function of a real variable x, periodic with the period 2tt and Lebesgue integrable. These properties will be assumed throughout, without being explicitly stated. Let, in addition, for all x, (1.1) I f(x) I g L < co . It is a classical result of the theory of Fejer and Lebesgue that the sequence {<rn(x)) is uniformly bounded and satisfies (1.5) \cn(x)\=L, and that, as n->oo, crn(x)->/(#) uniformly over ( -it, -it) provided/(x) is continuous in (-it, 7r ). As to the partial sums (1.3) themselves, as may be shown by suitable examples, they need not be uniformly bounded even when (1.1) is satisfied, and the sequence {sn(x)} need not converge uniformly to f(x) even when f(x) is continuous in ( -it, it) .
Under these circumstances special attention should be given to a recent result of Paleyf according to which the non-negativeness of the Fourier coeffi-cients a", bn oif(x) combined with (1.1) implies the uniform boundedness of {sn(x)}, while combined with the continuity of f(x), it implies the uniform convergence of sn(x) tof(x).
In a letter to Professor Fejer, written in the autumn of 1932,* Paley stated and gave a sketch of a proof of the fact that the same results hold if the condition of non-negativeness of an, bn is replaced by a less restrictive one, viz., (1.6) an=-K/n, bn=-K/n, 0 g K < oo . f
After learning of these latter results of Paley's, the author of the present paper completed his proof with various improvements in the estimates! and also succeeded in extending these results to the generalized Fourier series of almost periodic functions of H. Bohr, 23(a" cos \nx+bn sin \nx). These investigations! of the generalized series suggested, in the case of the ordinary series, the replacement of (1.6) by conditions Definition I'. A series^"'cn with non-negative terms is said to be (at most) slowly divergent if there exist two positive numbers P and p, and a positive integer N, such that n+q cr g P, for n = N, q g pn.
Definition
1". A series ^"cn with non-negative terms is said to be (at most) slowly divergent if for an arbitrarily given positive P there exist a positive number p and a positive integer N, both depending on P, such that * This letter is reproduced in a note by Fejer, On a theorem of Paley, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 40 (1934), pp. 469-475, especially pp. 474-475 . On the basis of (1.1) and (1.6) Paley derives the estimate | sn(x) | ^Ke+M,L where e is an arbitrary positive number while Me is a positive number which depends on e but not on K and L. Since the harmonic series 231/» is slowly divergent in the sense of both Definitions 1' and 1" we thus obtain in (1.7) a generalization of conditions (1.6). It will be shown (Theorems 1 and 2 below) that if conditions (1.7), (1.8) are satisfied, the boundedness of f(x) combined with the slow divergence of the series23"Q!»')23r^n in the sense of Definition 1' implies the uniform boundedness of the sequence {sn{x)}, while the continuity of f(x) together with the slow divergence of 23i°Q:n, 23i°ß» in the sense of Definition 1" implies the uniform convergence tof(x) of the sequence {sn(x)}.
These results can be established in the same fashion as in the special case an = K/n, ßn = K/n, but the method applied here has proved, after a slight modification, to be adequate to cope with a more general situation as far as the coefficients an, bn are concerned. The modified, more general, conditions on an, bn are suggested by the fact that conditions (1.8) together with the slow divergence of 23ra»> 23i°ß» in the sense of Definition 1' implies the "slow oscillation" of the series 23i°ö:n cos nx, 23f ß» sin nx, uniformly in x, in the sense of Definition 2' below and the Remark appended, while (1.8) together with the slow divergence in the sense of Definition 1" implies the slow oscillation of 23f a» cos nx, 23i°ß» sin nx, uniformly in *, in the sense of Definition 2" below and the Remark. Definition 2'. A series 23Tc" w^h rea^ terms is said to be slowly oscillating if there exist two positive numbers P and p and a positive integer N such that n+q g P, for n TV, q = pn.
Definition 2". A seriesYLx cn with real terms is said to be slowly oscillating if for an arbitrarily given positive P there exist a positive number p and a positive integer N, both depending on P, such that n+q 23 c>= P, for n ^ N, q S pn.
Remark. If the terms c" of the series 23i°cn depend on a parameter t which ranges over an interval c = t^d, we shall say that the slow oscillation of 23i°cn(i9 is uniform in t over (c, d) if the series oscillates slowly (in the sense * It is clear that slow divergence in the sense of Definition 1" implies that of Definition 1', but the converse is not true even if the general term of the series should tend to zero, as may be shown by examples. Incidentally the property required in Definition 1' is equivalent to fa X! cv = K < oo for all n. of either Definition 2' or 2"), the characteristic data of the slow oscillation being independent of /.
This raises the question whether the results above concerning the sequence {sn(x)} still hold if, without changing the hypotheses onf(x), and retaining (1.7), we replace conditions (1.8) together with the slow divergence of ^2ian, Yißn by the condition of the uniform slow oscillation over (.-*■, it) of the series ^2ictn cos nx, "22ißn sin nx in the sense of Definitions 2' or 2". That this question can be answered in the affirmative is shown by Theorems 5 and 6 below. The modified conditions deserve special attention, for they lead to conditions which are not only sufficient but also necessary for the behavior under consideration of the sequence of partial sums {s"(x)} (Theorems 7 and 8). On the other hand, while conditions (1.8) together with the slow divergence of ^ji*«*, 2^iß» bear only upon the negative ones among the Fourier coefficients an, bn, our modified conditions are of a more complicated nature and involve all the coefficients an, bn, negative as well as positive.
In concluding this introduction the author wishes to state that he owes the notion of slow divergence to Professor Fejer, who defined and used the notion of slow oscillation in the sense of Definition 2" in his investigations on summability.* The method used by Fejer, after suitable modifications, proved effective in deriving the sharpest result of the present paper, embodied in Theorems 9 and 10 below, where necessary and sufficient conditions for the uniform boundedness or uniform convergence of the sequence of partial sums {sn(x)} are obtained in terms of the "one-sided" uniform oscillation (from below) of the cosine and sine components of the Fourier series of f{x).
2. The present section is devoted to a proof of the two following propositions. Theorem 1. Let conditions (1.1), (1.7), and (1.8) be satisfied and let the series Yli01", be slowly divergent in the sense of Definition 1'. Then the partial sums (1.3) of the Fourier series of f(x) are uniformly bounded and the upper bound of | sn(x) \ can be expressed in terms of L and of the characteristic data of the slow divergence of^ictn, ^ißn-Theorem 2. If f(x) is continuous in ( -7r, ir) and if conditions (1.7) and (1.8) are satisfied with ^2ia", ^ißn slowly divergent in the sense of Definition 1", then the Fourier series (1.2) of f(x) converges tof(x) uniformly for all x. To prove this lemma we start with the identity used by Paley*
In view of (1.5) we have for the first term of the right-hand member of (2.4),
To evaluate the second term we consider, following Inequality (2.3) follows by an easy combination of (2.4), (2.16), (2.14), and (2.15).
The proof of Theorem 1 is now easily derived from the lemma above, whose conditions obviously are satisfied on the hypotheses of Theorem 1. As .4 >0 and 73 >0 are arbitrary, we get finally m"->0 as w-^co, which proves Theorem 2.
3. From Definitions 1' and 1" of slow divergence it is immediately seen that, if there exist at all sequences {«"} and {ßn} satisfying the requirements of Theorems 1 or 2, then the particular sequences {a*} = {K| a-l -»»)}, {ß,*} ~ H(U»| -*»)} will evidently satisfy these requirements. Consequently our Theorems 1 and 2 may be restated in the following form: 4. We now pass on to the generalizations of Theorems 1 and 2 mentioned in the Introduction.
Using the notion of the slow oscillation of Definitions 2', 2" and of the uniform slow oscillation of the Remark following these definitions, we can enunciate the generalizations in questions as follows. From this point on the argument proceeds in precisely the same fashion as in §2, and the proof of our lemma is complete. Theorem 5 now follows from the above lemma in precisely the same way as Theorem 1 was derived from the lemma of §2. In the present case we obtain the estimate (4.11) \sn(x)\ = {5 + 2/p+2(N(l +p)y2}L + 6(A+B), n = 0.
As to Theorem 6, it will be also proved on the basis of our lemma, but the method used in §2 to prove Theorem 2 can not be applied here and we have to resort to the original argument of Paley, which he used in discussing the uniform convergence of a Fourier series with positive coefficients.* Let tT(x; n) denote the partial sums of the Fourier series of 6. Our final generalization of the results obtained heretofore is based on the notion of the one-sided slow oscillation (from above or from below) of a series.
Definition 3'. A series Zi"cn w^h real terms is said to be slowly oscillating from below if there exist two positive numbers P and p and a positive integer N such that k+q (6.1) Tjc, ^ -P, for k Sr TV, 0 g q g pk.
r-h Definition 3". A series 2~2,\ with ^eal terms is said to be slowly oscillating from below if for an arbitrarily given positive P there exist a positive number p and a positive integer TV, both depending on P, such that (6.1) holds.
It is clear how these definitions should be modified in order to characterize slow oscillation from above, and also uniform slow oscillation, from below or from above.
We are in a position to state and prove Theorem 9. A necessary and sufficient condition that the partial sums of the Fourier series of a bounded (measurable and real-valued) function f(x) be uniformly bounded, is that the series (5.1) and (5.2) be slowly oscillating from below, in the sense of Definition 3', uniformly in x.
Theorem 10. A necessary and sufficient condition that the Fourier series of a continuous function f(x) converge uniformly to f(x) is that the series (5.1) and (5.2) be slowly oscillating from below, in the sense of Definition 3", uniformly in x.
The necessity of the conditions of Theorems 9 and 10 is obvious. The proof of sufficiency is based on the following Lemma. Assume that the series Zfc* satisfies (6.1) and, in addition, that the arithmetic means of its partial sums sn = Ci+c2+ • • ■ +c", Sn = (si + s2 + ■ ■ • + sn)/n, satisfy License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (6.2) \Sn \ = L < oo , mt\l.
Then the partial sums themselves satisfy (6.3) I sn I g (3 + 2/p)L + P, provided that n = N(\ + p).
To prove this lemma we use the identities We then may apply (6.1), which, being combined with (6.4), (6.5), gives respectively. From (6.2), (6.7), (6.8) we derive -P -(1 4-2n/m)L < -P 4-(n/m)Sn -(n/m -l)5"_m g s» g P + (1 + »/w)5"+m -(»/»)5» g P + (1 + 2»/«)iSince n/m<l + l/p the desired inequality (6.3) follows at once. The proof of Theorem 9 is now readily obtained from this lemma, since series (5.1) and (5.2), in view of (1.1) and Fejer's theorem, clearly satisfy all the requirements of the lemma. For sn(x) we get an estimate of the type (4.3). As to the proof of Theorem 10, it is easily obtained by an argument analogous to that used in proving Theorem 6, the details of which may be left to the reader.
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